Why do sex workers need online spaces?

Online advertising means that people who trade sex are able to move away from street-based work, where people face higher rates of violence, HIV/STI transmission and vulnerability.

A 2017 study from West Virginia University and Baylor University found a 17% drop in female homicide rates correlated to Craigslist opening its Erotic section – because it made sex work safer.1

Online advertising gives the opportunity for sex workers to screen clients for safety via peer references or standing bad date lists, which would themselves be exposed to civil liability under FOSTA (H.R 1865).

On the closure of online platform MyRedBook: “Many Bay Area sex workers have been able to improve their working conditions by using MyRedbook, as the site provided a private, discreet venue for negotiations that otherwise often happen in a public venues [sic] or on the street.”4

Online spaces provide access to community, which is essential for harm reduction information and support.

On the closure of online platform MyRedBook: “Today we also lost extensive online forums for a community of sex workers to keep each other safe, screen clients, and blacklist predators.”4

In an international study on the relationship between HIV transmission and sex work, the amount of control sex workers had over their working conditions directly correlated to rates of transmission.2 Working indoors is an essential part of that control.

On the closure of Rentboy.com: “But we can’t afford to lose even one more tool that keeps us alive in this economy of violence.”3
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